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NOMADFLY



A IRPO RT

H A C K IN G

K IT



M A K IN G TH E A IRPO RT SU CK LESS



GATE GURU

TRIP IT APP

THE M OON BOOT

STRATEGY



PACK LIGHT



With this app, you can check ahead of time

what's going on at the airport, and check out

which seat you want to book, what gate you

need, local weather etc.



This app is awesome and even the free version i

totally worth it. It pulls your itineraries from

your emails so you can always access your

travel details from one place.



My friend wore an old moon boot to the airport

for her flight and got upgraded and wheeled

through the airport. Not advising it obviously.

But lol.



I try to have as little baggage as possible

(emotional and physical.) It's so much easier to

walk past the luggage carousel and then out the

gate, plus you're not stuck heaving it in and out

of taxis.
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ALCOHOL

TRICK

SPARE

ZIPLOCKS



You'll have to say goodbye to your contact lense

solution, but minibar bottles of alcohol can be

squeezed into your bag of liquids and consumed

with a (normally) free soda. Classy.



Whether it's the mini Nutella packets from

breakfat you want to stash, or to stop your

phone getting wet in a pool (leaving it behind is

not an option) - ziplocks are bloody fantastic.



LAPTOP

ACCESSIBILITY



There's always the one guy who digs around in

his bag for what seems like 10 minutes to find

his laptop. Don't be that guy - keep your laptop

handy.



POWER

SPLITTER



IAs well a being a great way to make friends, the

power splitter is useful for when you have

multiple device or when you're in that weird

part of the airport where there's only one wall

socket for 100 people.
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FLIO



Get this app to find out what's around you in an

airport. Restaurants? Sleeping pods? Keep Flio

handy.



HAVE A

PEN



This might be my favorite tip. I NEVER have a

pen and while it's not impossible to ask

someone near you, they always look at you

susspiciously like you're going to steal it. Keep a

pen on you at all times.



DECLARE

SOM ETHING



There's always a long line of people who have

nothing to declare, and almost no one decalring

anything. Find something dumb you can 'declare

just in case' and race through the line.



LET'S GET

DIGITAL



Most airlines no let you check in online up to

day in advance. Take advantage of not waiting check in online, not in-line.
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BOTTLE



If you're like me, you always end up throwing

away a bottle of water before you go through

security. Then you're so dehydrated from the

pat down you need another drink! Keep the

bottle.



BRING DRY

SNACKS



You might not be able to take a taco bowl

through security, but you can bring some

snacks. Dried fruit, nuts, potato chips - things

tend to get expensive on the other side of those

gates.



STAND OUT



There are so many black/grey suitcases. Make

sure you tie something brightly colored on

yours, so it stands out (and nobody can confuse

it for theirs.)



IF YOU HAVE

TO SLEEP...



This is a great website which compiles

information about sleeping in airports, so you

know where you'll be the most comfortable.
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WIFI

KEEP

WARM



This website shows you the wifi passwords for

many airports across the world. Your internet

addiction is safe with us.



Planes can get pretty cold. Make sure you bring

a sweater - you can ear it, use it as a pillow, nap

on it at the gate, use it to sob into after you buy

overpriced McDonalds, it's extremely versatile.



UPGRADES



Look. You never get anywhere in life without

asking. Always ask for an upgrade. Dress well

and mention it before boarding, then wait to be

the last one to board. It's worth a try.



HAND

LUGGAGE



This epic list compiled by the boys at Minaal

shows you the carryon limitations from most

airlines. Check it out, weigh your bag, make

sure you don't get burned at check - in.
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LOUNGES

THE HOTEL

TRICK

M APS

CHARGE

EVERYTHING



Hang around inconspicuously near a lounge

and be cool. BE COOL. Ask someone going in if

they have a +1. It's cheeky. But there's free food

in there. And a shower.



You know how hotels have those tiny soaps,

toothbrushes and shampoos? I like to keep a

few in my bag in case I need 'em. Enough said!



When you get off a plane, you leave the airport

and....what! Get Google maps offline here. Then

at least you can see where you're going and if

the taxi is ripping you off.



Nothing worse (well almost nothing) than

arriving at the gate only to realize your battery

is almost dead. Get yourself a battery pack and

some sexy cables, and make sure everything's

charged.
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USE UBER



Don't worry about airport parking. Use

Grabtaxi or Uber and pay online . I've used Uber

in several countries and never had a problem.

Plus then you don't forget where you parked.
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